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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding of 

the cultural richness and diversity of South African contemporary 

art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant group of artists 

living and working in South Africa.

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to artists 

from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes celebrate 

their historical and cultural heritage and give voice to their 

complex societal realities, evoking an active and interpretative 

experience for the viewer.

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work 

created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to establish 

a synergistic network between South African artists and their 

global contemporaries, many of whom evidently want to engage 

with the current South African art scene – not only as observers, 

but as active analysts, experimenters and contributors within this 

context and with this specific audience in mind. 

GALLERY POSITIONING STATEMENT

Website bermancontemporary.com

Instagram @bermancontemporary
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THE NEW VANGUARD

NEW DISCOVERIES | NEW WORK



For Berman Contemporary, it’s important to keep an eye out for artists with emerging practices –

it’s incredible how many talented visual artists, born and living in South Africa, we come across 

during our visits to studios, exhibitions and graduation shows. ‘Making it’ in the world of art is a 

matter of hard work, but there are also factors like luck, timing and exposure at play.

We are proud to say that, in 2020, Berman Contemporary has launched The New Vanguard, a 

platform for artists with emerging practices, whom we believe could do with a little support. We 

create possibilities for these artists to showcase their work in a professional gallery and during 

curated group exhibitions and art fairs. We support them in applying for competitions and residency 

programmes, and in developing an artist portfolio which will help them to capitalise on their talents. 

The six visual artists currently participating in The New Vanguard are: Amogelang Maepa, Grace 

Mokalapa, Natalie de Morney, Nomfundo Mkhize, Odette Graskie and Phumzile Buthelezi. As always, 

many of these artists honed their skills at an academy, but a fair number of The New Vanguard will 

be self-taught artists. From our perspective, each and every one of them deserves the exposure. This 

might be the first time you hear of them, but it won’t be the last.

Of course, there is an element of self-interest for the gallery in creating The New Vanguard; we are 

sitting front-row when it comes to the development and uncovering of new artist practices. We are 

also hoping that some of these artists will continue developing until they can be fully represented by 

Berman Contemporary. 

We take a loose approach to defining what an ‘emerging’ practise is. Broadly speaking, these artists 

are in the first 10 years of their career, but – above all – we are looking for artists who have a 

singular voice, artists who have something to say about the world we live in, or how it is represented 

by the medium they work in. It is not easy to stand out in today’s image-saturated reality, so they 

must have an original voice to cut through all that visual noise. We are open to new talents who are 

interested in developing themselves in the area of Contemporary South African Art and being actively 

involved in their own professional development.

The artists are working in a large variety of media such as photography, ceramics, textiles, painting 

and found objects. In preparation for their first group exhibition, opening in August, they will have 

the opportunity to interact with each other and/or be involved in the curation of the exhibition. 
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You whom I have never met, never seen – I may not understand the distance between the melting

ice cream and the sun, but I do understand the peculiar magic of words. I do not know if words

are enough to put the flood of blood to my head at a comma-stop. I have difficulty choosing

between thinking and writing, or choosing between using words or spit.

But I cannot let you win

But I cannot hold onto you

And I cannot keep you out

Everything is moving too fast

Too many things to think about

When everyone is gone, I am a strange place for snow

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO

Amogelang Maepa
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If I ever see you, I am going to run my clay-eaten hands through your hair. I have wondered if

your words can cross my ocean; I will stumble through your full stops and exclamation marks

before I would read your words. Without my clothes I am a crayon-scribble line-haze and you are

new… then I shall suffocate you with small catastrophes, punctuation marks and my

claustrophobic skin. I swear I do not mind spinning head, making you mud pies for your

forgotten birthday; you must hold me less tightly, without letting me go.

Gas tank marked full, gas mask on

I am trying to outrun myself!

Yet, I find myself waiting in bed for me

Maybe if I named and claimed myself

I won't hurt that much

But this heat makes my self panic sticky

I will wait for winter, to do the heroic...

You will start to think I am boring, any second from now. How could anything happen to you?

when you sustain this passive statement while my bones are drenched in bleach and lemon

cheesecake, maybe if I changed the blood detergent I won't look so muddy, but I must lead you

to the ocean and point to no end, lying about which direction you must take... THE OCEAN HAS

NO ROADS.

As I walk through the sunflower fields to make my guilt feel better, I remember that you are only

part of a life I will never smell again and I am not a logical person.

Do you know how it feels to be hungry?

Yes, it feels as though your organs have turned into

"cannibals", and they are about to hunt each other

and you keep thinking about a cooling dive in a

swamp full of battery and stomach acid.

Do you know what it feels like to be in love?

Yes, it feels as though you picked up a roadkilled

dog and turned it into a pet and "Simply Red" is

always playing in the background, just to give

you a headache.

Amogelang Maepa was born in 1995 April 30th in Mabopane (Gauteng), she first studied art in 2009 at Die Hoerskool

Langenhoven, she matriculated in 2013 and furthered her studies in the arts at Tshwane University of Technology in 2014. 

Amogelang majored in Ceramics and Printmaking during her studies at Tshwane University of Technology, and graduated in the 

year 2017 with a national diploma certificate.
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Group Exhibitions 

2019 #ARTladies, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 

2019 Cape Town Fringe, Prowse School of Art, Cape Town

2018 Joburg Fringe, Art Room gallery, Johannesburg

2018 Interpreting the Intangible, curator Mbali Tshabalala, Project Space, Johannesburg

2017 Numbers, curator Keneilwe Mokoena, Hazard gallery, Johannesburg     

Art Fairs

2019 Turbine Art Fair, RMB Talent Unlocked programme, curator Fuluphelo Modibane, Johannesburg

Publications 

2019     Between 10and5, Amogelang Maepa, A3E Artist Profile,  September 2019

2019 Assemblage, Amogelang Maepa, Meet the Artist, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UMRli8x-fI , 

July 2019    

Education

2014 National Diploma, Fine and Applied Arts, Tshwane University of Technology, Pretoria

ARTIST RESUME
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Dear Amo,

I have been thinking a lot about the Maniac and the Monk. 

How they can coexist and why they need each other. I started

to think about the decision the Monk made for them. The decision

to let the Flower know "why they couldn't do this anymore". 

The Monk made the best decision for both of them, he knew collaboration

would end in a 50/50 spilt and indecision would lead to a continued march on

the same path. The Monk knew the Maniac loved the Flower and he loved

her too. 

I mean how could he not, she re-taught them how to choose enlightenment over

conformity, how to be at peace and alone. He appreciated that. 

The collaboration could not work any further and he knew the Maniac would

seek proximity to the Flower and he would lead them back to the same position. 

The Monk would have to evaluate the initial decision to pick the Flower and burn it.

That decision was made with clarity. Clarity is what the Monk has always been good at.

The Monk knew what he had to do now. The Maniac must die and the Flower

keeps him alive, so he will pick the Flower, kill the Maniac and bury them together

with a simple note:

I love you and stay away from me

To our forest fire

Forrest

Amogelang Maepa

Ceramic
35.5 x 40cm | 31.5 x 35.5cm |  37.5 x 52cm
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I am reminded that when it is done

they can call on my soul, when their

lonely needs a fix. 

I am reminded that their love has led me

to trash myself because I am dying of

desire; therefore I cannot feel sorry for

myself. 

This points to one end, my rose

garden. All this champagne drunken, is

not suppose to help

Amogelang Maepa

Ceramic
37 x 44 cm

All I want is for you to know me

for me to stab you continuously so

you can be the perfect listener.

I am wondering if you feel like I do

this unbearable urge to only use your

body for the wrong things. All this drains the colour out 

of my spine

I want more! But I scold myself; I want more so I laugh 

at myself

I stand up and walk out of my own monologue

I laugh and scold myself, forcing myself to take a bath

I scratch myself, now I am bleeding.

Amogelang Maepa

Ceramic
31 x 37 cm
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Blue Blues

I am a child compared to you

because the colour of my womb

is turned inside out, cleaning the

windshield of your car. . 

You are an erotic Narnia experience. 

The watery sound is bursting through

I have opened the door! The big blue voice

is coming through the door,

I am quickly shutting my eyes.

I am a child compare to you, 2019

Amogelang Maepa

Ceramic
33 x 47 cm
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I do not want to talk about

the moronic things I feel for

you in this romantic adventure,

I am already sick.

I live by impulse, by emotion, by yellow heat.

I wish I had no mind

I want to be able to live with myself

in utter madness.

I am reminded that this is a form of

brain damage. 

Amogelang Maepa

Ceramic
37 x 44 cm

Sex is better than drugs?

Heartbreak is better than art?

Loyalty is better than freedom?

I shall go mad in a minute, then I

shall kill you! I have broken the window

your chains are not making me to behave

The ignored loneliness of marriage?

The inconsolable loneliness of youth?

Was casting spells, a little after midnight

A bad idea?, 2019

Amogelang Maepa
Ceramic
38 x 50 cm
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I create spaces for human connection. By using poetry and 

literature as a golden thread of influence, I rework stories and 

emotions into spaces that can highlight a certain human process or 

journey. I do this through installation, drawing, textile artworks and 

ceramics. The work often incorporates multisensory aspects, 

usually tactility, to bring viewers closer to the art. One of the key 

experiences that I hope to induce through my artworks is an 

idiosyncratic inner journey that might at times be an emotional 

one. Here viewers can become immersed, sometimes play, and 

they can be led by their emotions. This sort of interaction demands 

attention, introspection, and some sort of emotional reaction –

even if it is disgust.

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO

ODETTE GRASKIE 

Currently I am working on a body of drawings and paper installations. At the start of my drawing process, there is a focus on the 

mundane habits and interactions between people. This focus is crucial, as it brings our attention to the unseen moments that 

happen around us every day, while also pointing out the importance of these silent moments that form a part of a communal lived 

experience. The only mediator of the people that might become subjects is their location – which in itself can already be a very

political aspect of their existence. I choose subjects based solely on the fact that I share a space with them for however brief a 

period of time – they are a part of my daily journey. The figures on paper become like blank spaces in which the brain will 

automatically project recognition, if it is at all possible. If not, the assumptions made of the strangers on the pages will become the 

story a viewer creates for themselves – a projected image of associations and assumptions. 

In this way, my drawing process also has layers of ambiguity. On the one hand, it can be empowering and emboldening to the artist 

and the unknowing participant – the act of looking and paying attention to the details of someone’s cheekbones or their beard or

the number of earrings they wear can become a moment of making the unnoticed visible. When I draw a participant, it creates a

moment of intimacy. However, my drawings also become something more violent, in that it engages with an unknowing participant

who is reduced down to their base appearance and whose two-minute face now belongs to a document of faces that will be used for 

other purposes. There is a new sort of ambiguity in that the faces will be regurgitated back into new settings. This process is similar 

to the way the mind translates strangers we have seen during the day into characters in our dreams, as the brain is working on 

continuous rule-governed memory consolidation processes. This process is mimicked in my work, where I put characters in 

interactions that I do not know will ever be true, possibly creating fiction. 

At this stage, they get put back together with thread. Through the needle and thread I can mend what I tore apart in my analysis

and with my blade and I can create a new setting for my characters. The thread mimics the line of the pen – in this way it becomes 

the closest avenue I have to imagine the rest of the participants’ lives. There are imagined stories in this layer, with many

interpretations. They are an exploration of our human tendency to make assumptions and new connections – what is the story of a 

flared nostril, a look of apathy in the eyes? I encourage viewers to make new elucidations and experience the combinations of

paper-people as a whole crowd through which they can move, feel and connect.

Odette Graskie is an artist living in Johannesburg, South Africa. She is interested in the imaginative, interaction and line. Graskie’s

work is influenced by the people around her, the everyday interactions that highlight human connection. Graskie graduated with a

BA in Fine Arts from the University of Pretoria in 2015. She works with storytelling in a variety of mediums, including textile art, 

ceramics and works on paper. She recently had a solo show entitled The Sorrows at AVA Gallery in Cape Town. Recently, Graskie

has exhibited her work as one of the featured artists at the Turbine Art Fair Installations Program. She has had solo shows entitled 

Human Noise at Millennium Gallery in Pretoria as well as Ambedo at the Centre or Contemporary Art in Poland, where she had a 

residency in 2017. Her work is to be exhibited in several group shows, including Unbearable at Trent Gallery in Pretoria, as well as 

in #Artladies at Berman Contemporary.
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Solo Exhibitions

2019 The Sorrows, AVA Gallery, Cape Town

2018 Human Noise, Millennium Gallery, Pretoria

2017 Ambedo, Baltic Centre for Contemporary Arts, Ustka, Poland

Group Exhibitions 

2019 London Summer Intensive Final Group Show, Slade School of Art, London

2019 London Summer Intensive Work In Progress Show, Camden Arts Centre, London

2019 Interactive Aesthetics, William Humphreys Art Gallery, Kimberley

2019 #ARTladies, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg

2019 Bag Factory Winter Salon Sale, Bag Factory, Johannesburg

2019 Conversations in Texture, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg

2019 Pareidolia, Trent Gallery, Pretoria

2019 Rise from the Dead, curated by the Dead Bunny Society, Victoria Yards, Johannesburg

2019 Artybollocks!, The Project Space, Johannesburg

2019 Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, Woordfees, Stellenbosch

2018 Aftermath, First Rand Limited, Johannesburg

2018 Age of Innocence, curated by Nadja Daenhke, KKNK, Oudtshoorn

2018 Relatively Small, Corner House, Johannesburg

2018 3Y3K, Twilsharp Studios, Johannesburg

2017 Young Collectors III, Fried Contemporary, Pretoria

2017 Fresh Produce, Turbine Art Fair, Johannesburg

2017 When The Clock Strikes Midnight, Twilsharp Studios, Johannesburg

2016 Peer Mentorship exhibition, Assemblage, Johannesburg

Residencies 

2020 Residency at the Gatehouse Gallery, Guernsey, UK

2019 London Summer Intensive Residency, Slade School of Art, London, UK

2018 ABSA L’Atelier Top 100, ABSA Gallery, Johannesburg

2018 Featured installation artist at Turbine Art Fair, Johannesburg

2017 Residency at Baltic Gallery of Contemporary Art, Slupsk, Poland

Collections

Department of Arts and Culture Collection

Baltic Gallery of Contemporary Art Permanent Collection

Nedbank Collection

Education

2015     BA Fine Arts cum laude, University of Pretoria, Pretoria

2011     Matriculated from Helpmekaar Kollege, Johannesburg

ARTIST RESUME
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Odette Graskie

Thread of Threads I, 2020

Ink on Handmade Paper (Made by the artist) with Thread

27 x 26cm 
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Odette Graskie

Living Past Each Other I, 2019

Ink on Cotton Rag and Fabriano with Thread

69 x 66cm
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Odette Graskie

Thread of Threads II, 2020

Ink on Handmade Paper and Cotton Rag Paper 
with Thread

50 x 40cm 

Odette Graskie

Thread of Threads III, 2020

Ink on Cotton Rag Paper and Indian Sunn Hemp 
with Thread

60 x 40cm 
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Odette Graskie

A Month of Storms

Concertina book with cutouts and pen, with book jacket

21 x 15 cm
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Odette Graskie

Looking for Moss I

Artist Book

41 x 30 cm
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My work focusses on the intersections of people’s lives; where 

we have an opportunity to grow. It also interweaves the 

following sub-themes: Engineering, Art, Femininity and Spirit. 

The works illustrate the different aspects of the journey as well 

as how all beings are connected and how, as balanced, 

humane individuals, we can all contribute positively as we 

interact with each other in our communities. The media used, 

as well as the items used for manipulation of the artworks, 

carry their own meaning relating to the theme. Used together, 

however, they represent balanced individuals on their journey. 

Natalie de Morney was born in Cape Town in 1980 and 

raised in Elsies River, a township on the Cape Flats. She 

currently lives in East London. She is a fine art graduate with 

majors in painting and ceramics from Walter Sisulu University. 

A successful civil engineer until, at the age of 33, she left that 

career behind to follow her passion of becoming the artist she 

always dreamt of being, since she was a little girl. After a year 

of exploring with little to no experience, she was led to joining 

a drawing class held by a retired fine art lecturer who 

encouraged her to go back to university and study fine art. 

Into her late 30s, she started tapping into her intuition and 

connecting to nature and the spiritual realm, capturing her 

introspective and healing journey. This led her to conduct her 

post-graduate research on how to use art, spirituality and 

nature to heal. Her works illustrate her journey of healing and 

transformation.

Instagram @natalie_de_morney
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ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO

NATALIE DE MORNEY
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Group Exhibitions 

2019 BTech Degree Fine Art Exhibition, Ann Bryant Art Gallery, East London

2019               Summer Salon, Bag Factory Artists’ Studios, Johannesburg

2019              Jikeleza Pop-up Art Weekend, Jikeleza Route, East London

2019               Art & Sliders, The Grove Wedding & Function Venue, East London

2019              Winter Salon, Bag Factory Artists’ Studios, Johannesburg

2019              Ideals?, Albany Museum, National Arts Festival, Grahamstown

2018       Blissful Farm High Tea, Ann Bryant Art Gallery, East London

2018              Walter Sisulu University, Albany Museum, National Arts Festival, Grahamstown

2017       Re-member, Walter Sisulu University Gallery, East London

2017               Peepshow, Ann Bryant Art Gallery, East London

2017               Common Ground, Albany Museum, National Arts Festival, Grahamstown

Residencies

2018 Non-Metropolitan Artist Mentorship Programme, Bag Factory Artists’  

Studios, Johannesburg

Education

2019       BTech Degree in Fine Art, Walter Sisulu University, East London

2018       National Diploma in Fine Art, Walter Sisulu University, East London

ARTIST RESUME
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Natalie de Morney

Where Next, 2018

Mixed Media

60 x 60 x 120cm
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Natalie de Morney
Paths linked to community 2 of 3, 2019 
Ceramic
45 x 45 x 5cm 

Natalie de Morney
Paths linked to community 3 of 3, 2019 
Ceramic
45 x 45 x 5cm 

Natalie de Morney
Paths linked to community 1 of 3, 2019 
Ceramic
45 x 45 x 5cm 
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Natalie de Morney
Growth and Connection, 2019 
Ceramic
25 x 25 x 24cm 

Natalie de Morney
Portals I, 2018  
Ceramic
37 x 31 x 13cm 
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The conflict for me surrounding the making of this work is 

rather personal and internal. Hlala Nge Ntombi series explores 

themes of African storytelling and idiomatic speech. It also 

attempts to interrogate and unpack the legacy of gender roles 

and stereotypes in the Zulu Diaspora. 

In isiZulu, “hlala nge ntombi” is a direct command to young 

girls, meaning to “sit like a lady,” so as to appear respectable 

and to suit the male gaze. What if I do not want to sit like a 

lady? What if I choose to just meander in my body and let it do 

what it wishes?

In this day and age, this command still applies as it did for my 

great-grandmothers. I find it strange and intriguing because 

essentially I am also expected to follow the same notion. 

Deciding to use photography to convey my conflicts, the entire 

production of the work becomes a visual celebration of the 

multilayered concept of being a Zulu girl in modern-day South 

Africa.

Nomfundo Ndondo Mkhize was born in Newcastle, South 

Africa in the year 1996. After completion of her studies at the 

Durban University of Technology in 2017, Mkhize now holds a 

National Diploma in Fine Arts, where she majored in Art 

History, Drawing, Sculpture, Painting, Communication and 

Management Studies. In 2017, Mkhize was selected as one of 

the top 100 finalists for the Sasol New Signature Art 

Competition. Mkhize is now a Johannesburg based artist, who 

is currently focusing on a variety of mediums that focus on her 

heritage. Her work has an earth-toned aesthetic and is 

culturally focused, which is heavily influenced by her isiZulu 

background and oral traditions.

Instagram @ndomkhize
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ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO

NOMFUNDO MKHIZE
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The Story of Isicholo.

The Hlala Nge Ntombi series explores themes of African storytelling and idiomatic speech. It  attempts to 

interrogate and unpack the legacy of gender roles and stereotypes in the Zulu Diaspora and to animate the 

culture of storytelling though the generations of Zulu women.  In the photographic series “Hlala Nge Ntombi”, 

one will notice the exaggerated size of the isicholo – a Zulu hat which is worn to establish a women’s coming of 

age.  I aim to draw the viewers’ attention to the role that women play in general in a household, as a wife, a 

sister, a daughter and as a mother and how it can become a burden that weighs down a woman. 

For me, storytelling is in the centre of my culture in which I grew up. It is the means by which culture is passed 

down, how customs are shared and how conventions become endemic to a gathering. At a young age I was 

exposed to the cultural significance of storytelling. While growing up under the supervision of my grandmother 

I learnt the importance of oral tradition, as my grandmother would religiously tell us bedtime stories, often 

folklore. The act of storytelling, struck a chord within me, allowing me to see the importance of oral traditions. 

The stories provided us with a grounding in our everyday lives and providing us with the means to pass down 

the mutual knowledge from generation to generation.  

The Hlala Nge Ntombi series focus on the isicholo (Zulu hat), which is the symbol of a woman's marriage and 

coming of age. The Zulu Headdress, with its flaring disk-like shape was traditionally constructed with one’s own 

hair, but later saw some modifications, making the isicholo removable. The reddish hue—associated with beauty 

and femininity—is the result of the application of a red ocher and fat mixture colorant. This cone-shaped 

hairstyle indicated the weaver’s maturity and marital status. Marriage and its affirmation of maturity is one of 

five key rites of passage in the life of a Zulu woman alongside: birth, naming, death/burial and ukubuyisa, 

“bringing home of the spirit”. 

I have tried  to keep my work relevant and deeply rooted to the Zulu culture and respecting each component of 

its ineffable aesthetics. I deeply explore the concept of making my own props as symbols in the series, to pay 

homage to the archaic ways to producing Zulu hats. 

The subject of this body of work is a woman, it is to draw emphasis on the notion that a woman is indeed the 

heart of the home and the glue that keeps the family together. Hlala Nge Ntombi becomes a visual celebration 

of blackness and women, this is signified by the exquisite textures and use of colour (Ibovu -Red Clay), which 

creates a sense of warmth.  The Hlala Nge Ntombi series is my love letter to every woman who has ever felt the 

baggage of everyday life  is too big to carry and wanting to escape from the suffering. 
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ARTIST RESUME

Group Exhibitions 

2017 Sasol New Signatures Art Competition, Johannesburg

2017 DUT Fine Art Graduate Exhibition 

2017 Within & Out 

2015 The Stuff That Dreams Are Made Of 

Awards

2017 Sasol New Signatures Art Finalist 

2017 Top 6 in Durban for Sasol new Signatures 

2017 Co-curated Asiphaphame Exhibition at BAT centre

Experience 

2020 Standard Bank Art Gallery – Gallery Assistant, Johannesburg

2019 African Art Centre – Art Intern 

2017 BAT Centre – Art Intern 

Education

2015/17  Durban University of Technology, Durban
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Nomfundo Mkhize
Hlala Nge Ntombi series, 2017 
Archival inkjet pigment printed on Hahnemuhle German Etching 320gsm
42cm x 29.7cm 
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Nomfundo Mkhize 
Hlala Nge Ntombi Series, 2017
Archival inkjet pigment printed on Hahnemuhle German Etching 320gsm
42 x 29.7cm 
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Nomfundo Mkhize 
Hlala Nge Ntombi Series, 2017
Archival inkjet pigment printed on Hahnemuhle German Etching 320gsm
42 x 29.7cm 
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The formation of any species is mostly the combination of 

two or more factors that exist in a certain atmosphere, 

molded by the presence or lack of a specific climate. The 

modern woman has been pushed to become a new species 

because of the climate she finds herself in. My work is a 

manifestation of such aspects because it is a convergence of 

different types of materials through the use of different 

tools and traditional skills, in order to birth a new species of 

artwork.

The thread of a ‘reuse lifestyle’ is prevalent in my life and 

work. I recycle, reuse and repurpose different materials and 

objects to create collages and sculptures or pursue myriad 

other possibilities. My work is not restricted to a specific 

colour, texture, form or theme, therefore I remove 

boundaries to tell stories about my life or those of other 

women.

Phumzile Buthelezi was born in 1976 during the Soweto 

Uprising. Formal education began at Thulani Primary School 

where, at the age of seven, she won 3rd prize in a drawing 

competition. High School started at Aurora Girls High and 

she completed her matric certificate at St Enda’s 

Community College.

Instagram @phumziwami
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ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO

PHUMZILE BUTHELEZI
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Solo Exhibitions

2012 Workers Museum, Johannesburg

Group Exhibitions 

2009 Museum Africa, Johannesburg

2009 Third Year Student Exhibition, Artists’ Proof Studio Museum Africa: My art is my voice,     

Johannesburg 

2009 Upstairs@Bamboo Passages, Art in the Forest, Cape Town

2008 Vereeniging, Museum Africa, Johannesburg

2007 “Ladies in Art”, Belgium

Commissions

2014 Citadel bank 

2014 Sanral (The South African National Roads Agency SOC Ltd)

2009 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) stations

2009 Art Afrique, DaVinci Hotel, Sandton Samro Mayors Office Collection (City of Jo'burg) 

2008 Colouring books

2008 Boogertman Architects

Education

2009 Artist Proof Studio, Professional Development Programme

2008 Artist Proof Studio, Advanced Printmaking

2007 Artist Proof Studio, NQF4 Design Foundation

2006 EDL Foundation, OD-ETD NQF4 & 5

2005 Artist Proof Studio, NQF4 Product Design and Development

ARTIST RESUME
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Phumzile Buthelezi
Mirror, 2019
Textile Installation 
300cm (size varies)
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Phumzile Buthelezi
Porthole, 2019
Wood, fish lane, wire, fabrics, wool 
90cm (size varies)
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Phumzile Buthelezi
Venus, 2019
Plastic, fabric and foam
30 x 30cm

Description: Revealing the power of an African Venus
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ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO

GRACE MOKALAPA

My art practice is focussed on the subjective sublime 

experience(s) of physical space. I am particularly interested in 

the experiences of spacial voids and how we engage with the 

idea of an empty space and other worldly spaces. My work is 

centred on creating fictional spaces that evoke a sense silent 

uncanny aimmystery, infinity and yet also transcendence and 

ephemerality. My  is to challenge the viewer’s sense of 

perception and their psychological, aesthetic and physical 

relations to space, whilst simultaneously intercepting between 

notions of reality and fictional space, a non-space outside 

reality and beyond reason.

The process of my work is experimental and often moves 

between different mediums to convey/evoke experience(s) with 

altered spaces. The physical, psychological and perceptual 

experience of my work is crucial to its success, rather than the 

work itself which often results in shifts between different 

schools of thought and understanding of the universe. 

Grace Mokalapa was born in Soweto in 1992. From a young 

age, Grace developed an interest in drawing and painting as 

well as a curiosity in astronomy and philosophy – these 

ideologies and practices sparked a passion within Grace. After 

completing her secondary education, she was accepted to study 

Visual Arts at the University of Witwatersrand. Grace graduated 

in 2015 with a BA degree in Fine Arts and later became a 

recipient of the Studio Bursary at Assemblage Studios funded 

by the African Arts Trust. Grace Mokalapa is currently working 

as an independent artist, her work often evoking experience(s) 

with altered spaces, an amalgamation between art and science. 
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Solo Exhibitions

2019 Mysterious Ambiguities, Granada, Spain.

2018        Inconceivable Space, Assemblage, Johannesburg, South Africa 

Group Exhibitions 

2019        The Whole Universe is Full, Underlined, Johannesburg, South Africa

2019        In plain sight, the Mesh Club, Johannesburg, South Africa

2019 The Invisible Exhibition - Season 5, The Centre For The Less Good Idea, Johannesburg, South Africa

2019        Artybollocks Exhibition, The Project Space, Johannesburg, South Africa

2019 The Spaces In between, TMRW Gallery, Johannesburg, South Africa

2018        Spring Art Exhibition, Mall of Africa, Midrand, South Africa  

2018        Drawn In Group Exhibition, Twilsharp Studios, Johannesburg, South Africa

2017        The 2y2k Show, Twilsharp Studios, Johannesburg, South Africa

Art Fairs 

2019        Latitudes Art Fair

Awards

2015        Received the Assemblage Studio Bursary from The African Arts Trust

Publications

2019     Sunday Independent, Grace Mokalapa, Her work an invitation to explore, October 2019 

2017     Art & Design, Grace Mokalapa, Which South African Artists to Invest in Now, July 2017       

Residencies

2019        ARP Art Residency Project, Johannesburg, South Africa

Education

2015        BA Fine Arts Witwatersrand University of Johannesburg

ARTIST RESUME
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Grace Mokalapa
Ovoid 2.0, 2019
LED Light, super wood and black paint 
270 x 180cm 
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Grace Mokalapa
Inktober, 2018
Ink on Water colour paper
14.8 x 21cm 

Grace Mokalapa
Prisim, 2019
Gouache Paint on Water colour paper 
30 x 30cm 
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Grace Mokalapa
Unheimlich, 2017
Digital Photographic Print
22.8 x 30.5 
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Grace Mokalapa
Heavy. Vastness. Space, 2017
Digital Photographic Print
25.7 x 33.1cm 
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